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in maritime research and ecological evaluation of offshore system
may benefit from underwater image processing when recording
sea flora and fauna (Cronin et al., 2003; Horváth and Varjú,
1995). This application enables the possibility of determining the
size and type of living creatures and organisms to a great extent.
Underwater imaging also simplifies plant and piping inspection
in the engineering field. A camera-based imaging method for
underwater applications is an appropriate solution and provides
a potential application of underwater image processing. At present,
many consumer devices, such as camera and video camera, are
integrated with such application to widen its utilization underwa-
ter. In addition, underwater vision system is used in underwater
imaging (Webster, April 1998), archaeology (Coleman et al.,
2000), ocean basement mapping (Moore and Jaffe, 2002), sub-
merged robots (Xu and Negahdaripour, 1999), nuclear reactors,
and mine detection (Schechner and Karpel, 2005).

Underwater imaging is challenging and attracts attention of
researchers because of the physical properties of underwater envi-

crinkle patterns when passing through the water mediu
reflected light on the water surface will be horizontally o
cally polarized as it propagates into the water medium (A
2012). When rays of light pass through the water vertically,
in the water appear less shiny and the captured image turns
(Shamsudin et al., 2012). This phenomenon is caused by the
uation of light energy as it travels through water. Fig. 1 sho
water surface effects.

Scattering and absorption effects produced from light at
tion results in low color and contrast of underwater i
thereby reducing information from these images. The use o
tional artificial lighting has been proposed to improve the l
source, but this method produces another lighting phenom
An artificially lighted image presents a non-uniform illum
because a bright spot is created at the image center and light
sity is reduced as it moves away from the image center.

Underwater image processing has faced various probl
dealing with the aforementioned phenomenon, includin
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Contrast and color are imp
images. However, normal
Previous enhancement me
nation of background areas
called recursive adaptive h
accordance with Rayleigh
tion–value color model inc
Qualitative and quantitati
with state-of-the-art meth
measure of enhancement
respectively.

1. Introduction

Underwater image processing is undeniably applied in various
fields, such as monitoring of marine habitats. Researchers involve
ant attributes to extract and acquire much information from underwater
erwater images contain bright foreground and dark background areas.
s enhance the foreground areas but retain darkness and blue-green illumi-
is study proposes a new method of enhancing underwater image, which is
gram modification (RAHIM), to modify image histograms column wisely in
tribution. Modifying image saturation and brightness in the hue–satura
es the natural impression of image color through the human visual system.
valuations prove the effectiveness of the proposed method. Comparison
shows that the proposed method produces the highest average entropy,
E), and EME by entropy with the values of 7.618, 28.193, and 6.829,
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ronment. Underwater activities, such as discovery and recognition,
result in new challenges and address new problems related to light
absorption and diffusion (Schechner and Karpel, 2005; Church
et al., 2003; Shamsudin et al., 2012). Nevertheless, the proposed
methods and techniques to improve the quality of underwater
images are still limited.

The water surface structure causes the light to bend and create
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